
Material The Oakdale collection, with it’s 

characteristicly milled edgings, is a true country 

collection. Made with a solid oak top, MDF panels and 

a pine frame.

Possibilities Oakdale is one of our most complete 

and well known collections. A very versatile collection 

that is customisable to your specific desires. All the 

colours from our colour collection are available as is 

the colour of the oak (3 finishes); oil-grey, natural or 

invisible. Various drawer-handles are also available 

depending on your preference; recessed handles or 

marine fittings in aluminium or bronze. The dining 

table even offers a selection of 4 different types of 

legs. Practically all the buffets consist of 2 parts, the 

lower part is also available as a dresser.

Maintenance It is important to maintain your 

Oakdale furniture in order to keep it looking beautiful, 

as you would with other cherished items. 

Remove stains immediately; do NOT rub the spill, dab it 

with a paper towel or an absorbing cloth. Do Not use or 

apply any furniture maintenance products containing 

silicone or solvents like; stain removers, turpentine 

or white-spirit. Stains can be removed with water and 

mild natural soap if necessary. 

Be careful with cleaning products containing bleach 

additives (Lemon for example). Abrasive cleaning 

products shouldn’t be used at all. As part of a regular 

maintenance routine you can simply wipe the furniture 

with a damp shammy cloth.

The oak top should be treated with our special 

maintenance oil once a year. 

Minor damage or shrinkage seams can easily be treated 

with a Richmond touch-up stick.

This way you will keep your furniture looking beautiful 

and it will last for ever.

Delivery time The delivery time on the Oakdale 

collection the optional colour RAL 9010 with oil-grey 

finished top is 4 weeks; for all the other colour options 

it is 8-12 weeks.

Oakdale



6144 220x10x46 cm

6147 60x164x50 cm

6150 161x207x45 cm

6154 220x243x50 cm

6181DR 111x205x55 cm

6154DR 90x240x50 cm

6210 60x111x50 cm

6149 45x60x60 cm6148 46x130x80 cm

6145 220x100x45 cm6142 220x189x48 cm6142DR 90x186x51 cm

6146 60x200x50 cm

6152  220x133x50 cm

6158 226x200x53 cm

6152DR 90x130x50 cm

6158DR 90x197x53 cmLegs 6155-6157

6182 60x164x50 cm

Oakdale

6157 78x220x90 cm
6156 78x190x90 cm
6155 78x160x90 cm

bar- taps - queen - round - square


